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1. Introduction 
Let St%), S&z) denote the group of n x n complex unitary matrices with 
determinant 1, respectively the group of IZ X II quaternionic unitary matrices, and 
let R”X be the space of all pointed continuous maps from S” to X. In this paper, 
we study the mod p homology and the Morava K-theory of the double loop space 
of the homogeneous pace SU(2n)/Sp(n). Harris [3] proved that for p odd 
SU(2n) zp SU(2n)/Sp(n) x Sp(n), 
SU(2n + 1) ZP SU(2n + l)/S0(2n + 1) x SO(2n + l), 
where zP means the homotopy equivalence localized at p. We already know 
H,(@SU(n); Z/(p)> when k = 2, 3 and K(m),(@Su(n)) [6,71. So we concen- 
trate on the case p = 2. 
For H,(f12SU(2n)/Sp(n>; Z/(2)), we first compute the Serre spectral se- 
quence to get the &-term. Since the &-term is the associated bigraded algebra to 
some filtration of H,(02SU(2n>/Sp(nk Z/(2)), we should determine the algebra 
structure from the &,-term. We solve this algebra extension problems by the 
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. Using the Bockstein spectral sequence, we 
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also get the 2-torsion information of H,(@W2n)/$(n); 2). After that we 
attack the computation of the Morava K-theory K(m),(n*su(2n)/sp(n>). The 
computations are based on the idea in [6]. The spectra K(n) representing the 
Morava K-theories can be constructed as follows. Let MU be the Thorn spectrum 
for the complex unitary group. Localizing the spectrum MU at a prime p, it splits 
as wedges of suspensions of the similar spectrum BP which we call the Brown- 
Peterson spectrum. Its coefficient ring BP, is a polynomial algebra Zc,Ju L, v2,. . . ] 
where dim ui = 2(p’ - 1). From the BP spectrum we can follow the Sullivan-Bass 
construction [l] to get the spectrum k(n) with k(n), = Z/(p)[v,]. Inverting the 
element v,, we get the spectrum K(n) representing the Morava K-theory with the 
coefficient ring 
K(n)* =.v(P)[%l, un’]. 
Obviously these spectra are periodic, that is, ~~p”-‘)K(n) = K(n) and we have a 
sequence of homology theories for each it. For a space X we have the Atiyah- 
Hirzebruch spectral sequence converging to K(n) *(X) with 
&=H*(X; K(n)*). 
Like the classical K-theory the first differential is determined by the Milnor 
operation &, where L?~ is defined inductively as 
@,=%1*, 
d k+l = @k, Sqik+'] forp=2. [ 
The next differential is determined by the secondary operation associated with the 
relation L?,,@,, =0 and the next by the tertiary operation with the relations 
@,$?,, = 0 and &‘,&, = 0 and so on like the Bockstein spectral sequence. But it is 
never easy to calculate the actions of the higher order operations directly. In fact 
we compute K(m) * (L!*W2n)/sp(n)) indirectly. 
This paper is a part of my Ph.D. thesis at the University of Rochester. I would 
like to express my deep gratitude to Professor Douglas C. Ravenel for his advice 
and encouragement and I would like to thank the faculty members in the 
University of Rochester for their teachings. I wish to express special thanks to the 
referee for his comments. 
2. The homology of OzSU(2n) /Q(n) 
Since the computations are 2-primary, from now on all coefficients are Z/(2) 
unless mentioned otherwise. Let E(x) be the exterior algebra on x, P(x) be the 
polynomial algebra on x and T(x) be the divided power algebra on x which is 
free over y,(x) with the product 
Yi(x)Yj(x) = ‘f’ ( 1 Yi+jtx>. 
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The above algebras have natural Hopf algebra structures with Hom(E(x), Z/(2)) 
= E(x) and Hom(T(x), Z/(2)) = P( ) x as Hopf algebras. For an (n + @fold loop 
space, there are homology operations 
Qi:Hq(,‘+lX) -H2q+i(..+lx) 
defined for 0 G i G it which is natural for the (n + l)-fold loop space. Let Qs be 
the iterated operation Qi . . . Qi (a times). Throughout this paper, the subscript of 
an element always denotes the degree of an element, that is, the degree of an 
element xi is i. 
We have the following diagram up to homotopy in which every 
every row are fibrations: 
0Sp(n) - RSU(2n) - 0SU(2n)/Sp(n) 
column and 
mph + 1) - RSU(2n + 2) - LLSU(2n + 2)/Sp(n + 1) 
RS 4n+3 - flw 2n +2,2 
, fis4n+l 
where w,, + 2,2 = SU(2n + 2)/SU(2n) is a Stiefel manifold and every space is 
localized at p = 2. Hence looping once again we get the following fibration: 
n2SU(2n)/Sp( n) ------+ 0’SU(2n + 2)/Sp( n + 1) - @s4n+‘. 
We have a map SU(2n)/Sp(n) + SU/Sp. Let F, be the fiber of this map. 
Lemma 2.1. 
H*(f12F,) =P(z~~+~~_~: ia0). 
Proof. Since Sp(n) is totally nonhomologous to zero in SU(2n) and 
H*(SU(2n))=E(uz,+3: O<k<2n-2) 
and 
H*(Sp(n)) =E(u,,+,: O<k<n- l), 
where ui is a primitive, it follows that 
H*(SU(2n)/Sp(n)) =E(u,,+,: O<k<n-2) 
where ui is a primitive. We know that 
H*(SU/Sp) =E(u,,+,: k>O). 
Since we have the fibration 
OF,, - 0SU(2n)/Sp( n) J+ asu/sp, 
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by the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for H *(OF,), as a Hopf algebra we 
have 
J% = Tar, “(nscl/sp) (Z/(2), H*P97(24/%4)) 
= Tor,*(nsu,sp),,f’(Z/(2) 7 uw 
eH*(~nSU(2n)/Sp(n))//f*. 
From the Steenrod action in H *CW), we have 
s94iu4j+l = i u4j+4i+l (I 
in H *(SU/Sp). Now we compute the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for 
H * MLSU/Sp). Then E, = Tar, l csu,sP,(Z/(2), Z/(2)) = E, is T(u,~+~: k > 0) as 
a Hopf algebra. In this Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence the Em-term is isomor- 
phic to the target space as a coalgebra [5]. So there is no coalgebra extension 
problem. Since the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence is the spectral sequence of 
Steenrod modules we have Sq4’u 4k = (f)u4k+4i where c(~~~+i) = a4k. With this, 
it is enough to ‘determine the algebra structure from the Em-term. Then 
H * WXJ/Sp> = P(c,,+,: k a 0) where r2k(a,) = ~~k.~. 
From this H *(lA!W/Sp)\\f * is r(u4n+4k: k 2 0) as a coalgebra with 
sq % 4k = ‘4k+4i* (1) 
Therefore, as a Hopf algebra, 
H*(&W/Sp)\\f* =P(Cdn+4k: k>O). 
Since f * is onto, 
E, = TorP(~4n+4k: k a CI)( ‘d2) 7 ‘d2)) 
=E(W4n+4k-l: k>O). 
Since the E,-term is the exterior algebra on primitive generators of odd degree, 
the spectral sequence collapses from E, and there is no algebra extension 
problem. Hence 
H*(lU$) =E(r~~~+~~-i: k&O). 
Using the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence again for H,(@F,>, we have as 
a Hopf algebra 
E, = Cotor H*(RFn)( Z/( 2)) Z( 2)) 
=Ext H ‘(OF”)( Z/(2) 7 z/w 
=EXt E(w4n+4~_-1:k.0)(Z/(2)’ ‘d2)) 
= @ k,gEXfE(W4n+4~--I)(z/(2)) ‘d2)) 
=P(Z4n+4k-2: k>,O). 
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So the spectral sequence collapses from E, and as an algebra 
H,(f12Fn) =P(z~~++~: k>O). q 
From now on we use the following notation: 
K@‘F,) =P(G,~~+~~-~: k>O). 
Theorem 2.2. H,(02SU(2n + 2)/Sp(n + 1)) is 
E( x2k+zj_r: j odd, 0 < 2j Qn, k > 0) 
~P(y2r(n+l,j)+k+Zj_2: jodd, 0<2j<n, k>O) 
8 P( z2k+2j_l: n < 2j Q 2n, k 2 0, j odd) 
as an algebra where r(m, j> is the nonnegative integer such that 2+,j)- ‘j < m - 1 < 
2WM). J. 
Proof. First we will show that Qz(Z1,4i+2) =Z1,si+6 where Qi is a Dyer-Lashof 
operation. We can choose generators Ci in H,(O(SU/Sp)) such that 
H*(J@VSP)) =H*(BSp) 
=P(c,,+,: k>O) 
=C3 roddBP7 44 
where B[t, 4r] is a bipolynomial Hopf algebra which has generators t2k+Zr of 
degree 2 k+2r for k > 0 and it is isomorphic as Hopf algebra to its own dual [4]. 
sp - * - BSp. 
Since a(Qr) = Qa(a), we can choose Xi SO that 
H*(Sp) =E(X,i+s: iz=O), 
Q,(x,i+,) =X8i+7, i 2 0. 
From the weak homotopy equivalence Sp/U-+ LUp), we have the following 
fibration 
sp/u- * -sp. 
We can get generators in H,(Sp/U) = H*U12Fl) such that 
H*(Sp/U) =‘(Zi,di+2: i>O), where Q(Xdi+s) =~1,4i+2. 
SO 
Note that Fi = 0(SU/Sp). So Q, is defined in H,(f12F1). 
In general we have the following fibration: 
@S4n+l - * - fi2s4n + 1 
h 
1 I 
LI’F, f, fi2F 
II 
n+l 
- 02~4” + I 
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We have differentials T(Q~x~~ _ i) = Q;L,~ -* for the first row Serre spectral 
sequence where EZ,(R2S4”+‘) = P(Qfx4,-r: a 2 0) and H,(f13S4”+1) = 
P(Q!Q%,-;?I a > 0, b & 0). Since the second row Serre spectral sequence cannot 
collapse by connectivity of the 02Fn+1, we have 
7(Q;Ix4,z-J =h,(Q$4n-2). 
Since H, (0*F,) is even dimensional, (Q~x~,,_~)* is a permanent cycle. Since 
H,W*F,) = P(z,,en+ek_z: k a 0) and H,(R2Fn+,) = P(z,+~,~~+~~+z: k 2 Oh 
h*(Q ;~~,,_~)#0. In fact, h*(Q~L4,_2)=~,,4n.2a-2 since ~~,4~.2”-2 is the only 
possible primitive element of that dimension. So 
(2) 
Here (Qfx,,_,)‘, a a 0, survives and becomes .~,,+i,~3+~,,_~ in H,UZ2F,+r). In 
fact if F, is a loop space, then Q, is defined in H, @*F,> and Q,<z,,,> = z,,zi+2 
for all IZ and i. Consider the following fibration: 
nw/sp - * - .n*su/sp 
fl I I /I 
0*F2 - fi2sU(4)/sp(2) - LwJ/sp 
02S5 
Here 
fi*(%J = :;I 
if k = 2i+2 - 2, i a 0, 
2 ’ otherwise. 
By the above argument, the &-term of H,(R2SU(4)/Sp(2)) is 
E( x2i+2_i: i a 0) @ P( ~~,~,+3_~: t a 0). 
For the next step we have the following fibration: 
fi2F2 L 0*F, - 0*9. 
We have 
f**(z*,d = I”; k 
( 
if k = 2i+3 - 2, i a 0, 
3 ’ otherwise. 
Consider 
RwJ/Sp M * v RwJ/Sp 
f 
I /I 
f12F3 - 02SU(6)/Sp(3) - n*su/sp 
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We have 
r,(~~,k)=(f,cr,,)*(~,,,,={~;,k, ifk=2’+2-27ia0T otherwise. 
By the same argument he &-term of H,(f12SU(6)/Sp(3)) is 
E( x2i+2_r: i a 0) 8 P( ~~,~,+4_~: i > 0). 
For the general case we have the following diagram: 
LwJ/sp - * - fPsu/sp 
fPF* - a2SU(4)/Sp(2> - n*su/sp 
PF, - f12SU(6>/Sp(3) - LwJ/sp 
I I 
LPF, - n*su(2n>/sp(n> - LmJ/sp 
fJ*1;,+, - 0*SU(2n + 2)/Sp(n + 1) - L?*SU/Sp 
where the vertical map is not a fibration. But from (2) and the above two examples 
we know that the computation of f* = <f,<f,_ r( * * - (f,) * * * >>>, depends on 
k > 0 such that n < 2kj < 2n for each odd j. After some book keeping we get that 
the Em-term of H,(R*SU(2n + 2)/Sp(n + 1)) is 
E(X2~+2j_I; jodd,O<2jgn, k>O) 
~‘(~~+1,2’(“+l,j)+k+z~_~: j odd, 0<2j<n, k&O) 
8 E( x~~+z~_~: j odd, n<2j<2n, ka0) 
@P(Zn+1,*k+3j-*: j odd, n < 2j G 2n, k a 0). (3) 
NOW we will solve the algebra extension problems using the Eilenberg-Moore 
spectral sequence. Consider 
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The Em-term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for H *(WW(2n + 
2)/Sp(n + 1))) is T(a,,+,: 0 Q k Q n - 1) as a Hopf algebra. Since ask = &4k(a4,> 
= a& by (11, as an algebra 
H*(LCXJ(2n+2)/Sp(n+1))=T,C,+,,j)(~2k+~j: jodd,O<2jgn, k>O) 
@E(uZk+zj: jodd, n<2jg2n, k>O) 
where C2k+2j = ‘y2k(a4j) for 0 d 2j <n, u2k+2j = y2k(a4j) for n < 2j G 2n, k > 0 and 
T rcn +l,jj is a truncated polynomial ring of height 2’@+‘,j). 
Using the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence again for H,(fi2SU(2n + 
2)/Sp(n + 1n 
E, = Ext H*(nSU(2n+Z),Sp(n+1))(2/(2) 3 Z/P)) 
=E(x2k++l: j odd, 0 <2jdn, k&O) 
@P( y2r(n+l,j)+k+Zj_2: j odd, 0 < 2j Q n, k > 0) 
@P(Z2k+2j_l: jodd, n<2j<2n, k>O). 
But this is of the same size as the Em-term of the previous spectral sequence (3). 
Hence the above spectral sequence collapses from the E,-term, that is, E, = Em. In 
other words we have the following extensions in (3): 
X22k+2j_1 =Z,+1,2k+3j_2 
where j odd, n < 2j G 2n and k > 0. From this stage on there is no extension. For 
if (x 2,+~j_1)2 # 0 for some 1 and j such that 0 < 2j gn, I> 0, then (X2,+zj_1)2 =
y2/+3j_2 for dimensional reasons. Hence by the Nishida relation we would have 
sq:: x2,+xj_ 1 1 = S4*&1~2/+2j_l = QoX2’+2j-1 =y,r+3j_,. 
But the next proposition shows that 
sq1* x2f+3j_1 = 0 
so that the higher Bockstein operation is defined on X2’+3j_1. 0 
Proposition 2.3. Zf 2”-l Q n - 1 < 2”, 2” annihilates all of the 2-torsions in 
H,(f12SU(2n>/Sp(n); Z), but 2”-’ does not. 
Proof. Consider the following fibration: 
n2F,, L fi2SU2n)/Sp(n> - aw/sp 
R2F,+1 - fi2SU(2n + 2)/Sp(n + 1) - &xJ/sp 
02~4n+l fl2~4n+l l * 
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From the Serre spectral sequences for the first column fibration and the first row 
fibration we can compute the second column Serre spectral sequence. There are 
the following trangressions in the second column spectral sequence: 
~(Q;lL,) =f&n,w4 
where H,(0’S4”+‘) =P(Q,“x’,,_,: a > 0). If n = 2, T(Q;x;) = (Q~x~>~. <Q,“.x;>” 
survives and becomes y,, +4 _ 2 in H,W2W6)/@(3>>. Since Sqk Qf+‘x, = (QfxJ2 
and Sq’,Q ,““x; = <Q~x;)~, by the Bockstein lemma P2(x2k+4_i) = ~~k+4_~, k > 0 
where p’ = Sqi and p2 is the secondary Bockstein operator. 
For the inductive step, suppose that in H,W2SU(2n)/Sp(n)), 
pW,( X2r(nJ)+k+Zj_ 1) = y21(n,j)+k+Zj_2 7 k >O. 
For each n there is some odd number j’ such that 21Cnrj’)j’ = n, i.e., 4n - 2 = 
2 r(n,j’)+2j’ - 2. Since Sqi Q~+‘x&_~ = <QfxLn_,)” in H,(LZ2S4”+l) and 
r(QT&_ i) = y2a+,(“,/)+zj,_2, by the Bockstein lemma 
P +J)+i( X2’(“.,9+k+3j,_1) = y2’(“.,‘)+L+3jr_2. 
Since 2 ‘(,,j’)f = n, trivially 2 r(n,i’)j’ < n < 2’(“,j’)+ ‘j’. So r(n + 1, j’) = r(n, jl> + 1. If 
j is the other odd number, r(n, j) = r(n + 1, j>. Hence in H,(02SU(2n + 
2)/Sp(n + 1)) we get 
P r(n + 1 ,j) (X2r(n+l,j)+k+Zj_l) =y2r(n+li)+k+Zj_2, k 20. 
Now we will compute the Bockstein spectral sequence. El = H,(L!2S!J(2n)/ 
Sdn)) is 
EC x2k+2j_l: j odd,O<2j<n-l,O<k<r(n, j)) 
Q E( xzr(rz,j)+z+ij_ 1: jodd,O<2jgn-l,i>O) 
Q P( y2r<m,j)+z+rj_2: j odd, 0 < 2j Q n - 1, i > 0) 
8 P(.z~~+z~_~: j odd,n-1<2j<2n-2,i>O). 
Since Sq\(z2k+3j_ 1) = (_?2k+2j_ I)2 for k a 0, 
E, = E(x~L+z~_~: j odd, 0 < 2j Qn - 1,0 <k < r(n, j)) 
8 E( X2r(n,j)+l+ij_l: jodd,O<2j<n-l,i>O) 
@ P( y2’(“,,)+2+ij_2: jodd,O<2j<n-l,i>O) 
@ E(z~~_~: j odd, n - 1 < 2j G 2n - 2). 
Since ~‘(~~~k+3+,-~_~)=Y~~k+3+f-l_~ for k 2 0, 
E ,+l=E(X2k+~j_l: jodd,O<2jGn-l,O<k<r(n, j), r(n, j) ~1) 
'8'E(X2k+zj_l: j odd,O<2j<n-l,O<k<r(n, j),r(n, j)>l) 
8 E( x~~w,I+z+~~_~: j odd, 0 < 2j <n - 1, i > 0, r(n, j) > 1) 
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@JP(~~,cu+z+~~_~: j odd, 0<2j<n - 1, ia0, r(n, j) >I) 
@E(z,~_,: j odd, n - 1 < 2jg 2n - 2). 
Since 2”-‘Gn - 1 < 2”, 
E,=E(x*~+z~_~: jodd,O<2jgn-l,Ogk<r(n, j)) 
@E(x~~+z+~_~: i a 0) @P( Y~~+z+~__~: i a 0) 
@E(zv_,: j odd, n - 1 < 2j G 2n - 2). 
We have ps(++~+i_i) =y2s+~+i_2 for i 2 0. Therefore we get 
E s+l =E,=E(z~~_~: jodd,n-1<2jg2n-2) 
8 E( _x~~+z~_~: j odd, 0 < 2j Q n - 1,0 Q k < r(n, j)). 
Hence H,(l12SU(2n)/Sp(n); Q> is 
KC x~~+z~_~: j odd, 0<2j<n - 1, Ogk <r(n, j)) 
8 E(z~~_~: j odd, n - 1 < 2j Q 2n - 2), 
and 2” annihilates the 2-torsion in H,W2SU(2n>/Sp(n); Z>. 0 
3. The Morava K-theory of ~2SU(2n)/Sp(n) 
We turn now to the Morava K-theory case. Let p : E + B be a fibration with 
fiber F where B is simply connected. We have the generalized Serre spectral 
sequence due to Dold [2] for the Morava K-theory converging to K(n),(E) with 
E2=H*(B; K(n),(F)). 
If F is a point, then the above spectral sequence is the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral 
sequence. We recall from [6] that for p = 2 if 
H,(a2S2”+‘) =P(x2i+ln_i: i=O, l,...), 
then 
K(~Tz),(R~S~“+~) = T’+l(~2~+~n_l: O&i&m) 
8 T,( ~~rn+k+s,_~: k a 0), 
where q(x) is the truncated polynomial algebra of height 2’ and Y~~+~+I,.__~ = 
X$+e,_i, k > 2. 
For K(m>,(.n2Su(2n)/Sp(n)) first consider the following diagram: 
mlJ/sp - * - nw/sp 
fl I I I 
f12F2 - fJ2SU(4)/Sp(2) - Lmu/sp 
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where F, is the fiber of the map SU(2n)/Sp(n) + SU/Sp. From Section 1, 
H, (.n2F,) = P( z,,~,+~~-~: k > 0). 
Since H*(f12F,J is concentrated in even dimensions, the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
spectral sequence for K(m),(f12F,J collapses from the E,-term: 
E2=H*(PF,)EJK(m)*. 
So we have 
Hence in the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence of the first row fibration, we 
have d~4i+3)=~1,4i+2, i z 0. From the above diagram K(m) * (&J2SU(4)/Sp(2>) is 
determined by K(m).(f,), and vice versa. We have 
So it 
a * (@SU(~)/SP(~)) = K(M) d@S5) 
=Tm+,(X21+2_1:O<i<m) 
QD T,( ~~rn+k+4_~: k > 0). 
follows that 
K(rn),(f,)(~~,~k+~_~)=O, if k=O, l,..., m, 
K(m) * (fr)( z1,2’+m+3_2) = UmZ;;r+3_2, i a 0, 
K(m) *(fl)(zl,others> =Z2,0thers* 
We have the extension x$+c~_~ = ~~,~,+3_~ for j = 0, 1, . _ . , m (Theorem 2.2) and 
let z 2 2m+4+r = yZm+4+,, i > 0. Note that the connectivity of f12F,, is 4n - 3. Like the 
homoiogy case in general we have the following fibration: 
,R2F,_, = f12Fn_, - * - LIF n-1 
II 
f,-I 
I 1 
~2F,,_, 5 f12F,, - 
11 
02~4n-3 -0F n-l 
From the information of K(Rz),(R~S~“-~), we can get 
K(~),(~,-,)(z,-~,~~+z~~-~)-~)=O, ifk=O, l,...,m, 
K(m) *(fn-1)(Z,-,,2’+m+3~,-,)-2) = %&++I)-29 i a 0, 
K(m)*(f,-,)(z,-l,others) =Zn,others. 
Since K~z>,(L~~F,J is a polynomial algebra for each n and we have the informa- 
tion on f,, as in the homology case we can deal with the following diagram: 
LwJ/sp 9 * ’ R2SU/Sp 
(4) 
fi2F,+, - 02SU(2n + 2)/Sp(n + 1) - LwJ/sp 
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For the example at = 2, since f=f2(fl), 
K(m) * ( f)( q22m+4+‘L2) = urn{ u&4+1L2) 
2m 
, i>,o, 
= U2m+l 
m ( )22m, Z3,24+‘-2 
K(rn),(f)(~,,~k+~~)=O, if k=O, l,..., 2m+l, 
K(m) * (f)(zl,,~,rs) =Z3,0thers* 
Hence the E--term of the generalized Serre spectral sequence for 
K(m) * (f12sU(6)/G(3>) is 
E( X2i+2_i: 0 < i < 2i?l + 1) @ Tzrn( Z3,2k+d - 2: k > 0). 
Note that in this case x$+z_i = 0 (see Theorem 2.2). 
Generally if j is an odd number such that 0 < 2j Q n, then 
2(r(n+l,j)-l)m+2(r(n+l.~)-2)m+ 
K(m)*(f)( 21,2'("+ldm+i+2j_2) = U, 
+2m+l y(n+l.Om 
zn+1,2’+zj-2. 
By the connectivity of f12F,+,, 2i+2j - 2 > 4n + 2, i.e., Zij > II + 1, so 
K(m) * (f)( Z1,2’(“+,.j)rn+r+2j_Z) = 0 for i such that 2’j <II + 1. 
But since 2'(n+l,j)-lj Q n < 2'("+1&j, 
K(m) * (f)( Z1,2~W+l,jM+i+2j_2 )=0 fori<r(n+l, j)-1. 
Hence we get 
K(m),(f)(~,,,z+~~_,)=O, k=O,l,..., r(n+l, j)(m+l)-1. 
If j is an odd number such that IZ < 2j Q 2n, then 
K(m) * (f)( Z1,2m+i+3j-2) = U,Z,2m+1,2i+3j_2, i > 0, 
K(m)*(f)(Z1,22+~j-2)=0, k=O, l,**.,m, 
K(m) *(f)(Zl,others) =Zn+l,others* 
Hence from the bottom row fibration in (4) 
Theorem 3.1. The E,-temt for K(m),(f12SU(2n + 2)/Sp(n + 1)) is isomorphic to 
@ 
0<2j<n,jodd 
(Tr(n+*,j)m(Zn+l,2”“+l.j~+~+2j-2: i >O) 
@E(~~~+z~_~:O~k~r(n+l, j)(m+l)-1)) 
8 n<2j~~,jadd(Tm+l(~2~+zj-~: OgkGm) @ ‘m(z,+i,2m+k+4j-2: k>O)). 
The Morava K-theory is not commutative when p = 2. In fact the deviation 
from the commutativity of K(m) *( 1 is determined by the r&-i action, that is 
[x, y] = u,,,c@~_~x&,_ ,y [81 where gW_r is the operation in K(m)-theory which is 
similar to the Milnor operation LZ?,,,_.~ in H,(). So there would be some multiple 
extensions from the above E--term. 
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